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Question: 1
A business uses AEM as a Cloud Service. The production pipeline in Cloud Manager Keeps reporting
a maintainability issue during the hot-fix deployment It will take more than 1 business day for the
developmentlearn to resolve the deployment issue. The business wants an immediate resolution.
What should the Business Practitioner recommend to the development team?
A. Uncheck Go Live Approval setting in Production Deployment Options and re-run the build
B. Set Important failure Behavior setting to "Continue immediately' and re-run the build
C. Upload the hot-fix package and install manually via the Package Manager

Answer: A
Question: 2
A developer is working on a section of a new content component that has an identical look and
behavior to asection of another component within the project’s codebase. According to AEM Best
Practices, how should this component be configured?
A. The new component should extend an existing component
B. The old component should be divided into separate components
C. The new component should be built separately
D. The existing component should be duplicated

Answer: A
Explanation:
https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/sites/developing/using/developing-components.html

Question: 3
A developer plans to use the Text component on its pages. However the out-of-the-box (OOTB) Tex!
component does not allow authors to edit HTML source on the component. How should the
developer supportHTML source editing?
A. Extend the COTB Text component and enable the sourceedit Rkh-Text Editor (RTE) plugm.
B. Create a new clientlib to programmatically handle HTML source >n authoring.
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C. Create a standalone custom Text component and handle HTML source in Sightly.
D. Edit the OOTB Text component directly to enable sourceedit Rich-Text Editor (RTE) plugin.

Answer: D

Question: 4
A major logistics company wants to repurpose the content copy created for us website access
the enterpriseapplications, so that they can be displayed differently in multiple channels and
location*.
Which feature should a Business Practitioner recommend in AEM 6.5?
A. Asset Microservices
B. Experience Fragment
C. Published Content
D. Content Fragment

Answer: C

Question: 5
A company plans to develop a set of pages with the same design and structure. The only
difference betweenthe pages is the content inside the body. What is the belt approach to develop
the pages?
A. Create a specific page template for each page with associated components in each body.
B. Use the out-of-the-box Reference component to allow freedom tn content editing.
C. Create a page template for all pages with a layout container in the body.
D. Create a page template and put the rich-text editor (RTE) in the body.

Answer: C
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